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My Word is My Bond is as frank, funny and disarmingly charming as Roger Moore himself.
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The quintessential suave hero, Roger Moore has had an extraordinary career that has
spanned seven decades, from early television to the golden age of Hollywood and on to
international superstardom.
Dashing, handsome and every inch the archetypal English gentleman, he is unforgettable
as The Saint, as Lord Brett Sinclair in The Persuaders! and, of course, as James Bond,
making seven blockbusting films as arguably the most debonair of the 007s.
For the first time, Roger shares his recollections of playing some of the world's most
famous roles alongside a host of legendary stars. With myriad stories from his personal
life - from his childhood in London and experiences during the Second World War, to the
happy and turbulent times in his later life. Along with anecdotes about his encounters with
the stars and his wonderful memories from the heyday of Hollywood, My Word is My Bond
is as frank, funny and disarmingly charming as the legend himself.

Sales Points
The Sunday Times bestselling autobiography of Roger Moore, the international legend
and star of Hollywood, stage and screen, is published for the first time in paperback
Over 100,000 copies of the hardback edition sold
Written with all Moore's trademark style, candour, charm and wit, My Word is My Bond
covers every area of his life as well as his long and illustrious career

Reviews
'In this kind, funny autobiography, Moore does his best to debunk his image as an
upper-crust all-action hero... so engaging... so genuine. This is a delightful book,
crammed with anecdotes of the television and film industry from the Fifties to the
Noughties' - The Mail on Sunday
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Sir Roger Moore KBE has had an extraordinary career that has spanned seven decades,
from early television to the golden age of Hollywood and on to international
superstardom. Dashing, handsome and every inch the archetypal English gentleman, he
was unforgettable as The Saint, as Lord Brett Sinclair in The Persuaders and, of course,
as James Bond, making seven blockbusting films as arguably the most debonair of the
007s.
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